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BGSU trustees name him today

Peabody veep new president
Dr. Hollis A. Moore, 47, vice president of academic affairs at George Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn., today
was named the seventh president of Bowling Green State
University.
Announcement was made at 8:30 a.m. at a special
meeting of the Board of Trustees.
The new president's appointment concluded a sevenmonth search by a screening committee of alumni, faculty,
administrators, students and trustees.
Concerning his appointment and the recent wave of
unrest sweeping the nation's campuses, Dr. Moore said,
"As anyone about to be named president of a major institution would, I've been aware and concerned about the
events of the past week."
"However, I have great admiration for the way in which
the Bowling Green community has dealt with the situation.
I feel there is an excellent background for communication
between students, faculty and administration: all of which
leads me to have an obvious optimism about Bowling Green
and its future."
"We're in an era where the university is a hub institution
of our society and approaching new levels of significance. 1
am pleased and honored that the trustees have chosen me to

be Bowling Green's president during these times," he said.
A native of Missouri, Dr. Moore is a 1946 graduate of
Baylor University and received his doctorate from the
University of Texas in 1953.
He will assume his duties here in July.
Dr. Moore has been vice president of academic affairs at
Peabody since 1965, where he has played a key role in
developing inter-institutional cooperation among five
universities in the Nashville area. He is currently involved
in a Ford Foundation grant to determine how institutional
purposes can best be served by cooperation.
Prior to his present post, the new president was director
of the division of education at W.K. Kellogg Foundation,
Battle Creek, Mich., where he initiated the planning and
grant for the New England Center for Continuing
Education, a cooperative venture of six state universities in
New England for the development of common programs in
the area of adult continuing education.
"It seems clear that one of the most significant contributions from higher education in the future will be
through strong institutions which have a commitment to
inter-institutional cooperation. I feel the opportunity in
northwest Ohio is particularly promising in this regard,"

Dr. Moore said.
From 1960 to 1964, he was dean of the college of
education at the University of Arizona, and while there
supervised the revision of the college's curriculum, doubled
its faculty and obtained considerable support for Arizona's
programs from non-university sources.
In 1956 he was a member of the White House Conference
on Education and is currently on the board of directors of
the Central Midwestern Regional Educational laboratory.
In his home state, Dr. Moore is a member of the State
Advisory Council on Community Services and Continuing
Education Laboratory and the Citizens for Court Modernization in Tennessee. He has also been a member of the
Nashville Metropolitan Health and Hospital Survey
Commissions.
He has also been called upon to serve as consultant on
research and demonstration for the U.S. Office of
Education and for the Department of State's Bureau of
Cultural Affairs. He is a consultant for American Child
Centers.
Dr. Moore and his wife, Marian, have a number of civic
interests including the Nashville Symphony, the Tennessee
Fine Arts Center and Senior Citizens. The Moore's have
two children, Andrew, 22, and Michael, 18.

Dr. Hollis A. Moore
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Israelis attack Lebanon

Nowaphoto by Gordon Can

APPROXIMATELY 50 students participated In water fights and related
activities in Inner campus following heavy rains which struck the
University yesterday.

TEI. AVIV (API - An Israeli armored
column supported by jets made a 14-hour
attack into U'l anon on yesterday in an
effort to snuff out Arab guerrilla bases.
At the end of the dawn-to-dusk incursion, the Israeli military command
said the operation had "proceeded according to plan."
The
armored
force
which
spearheaded the drive across the border
on the wooe.ed western slopes of Mt.
Hermon was preparing to leave, the
spokesman mid last night. The attack
was the bigf est-ever strike into I/ebanese
territory.
Israel began last night to pull back its
tanks and troops under cover of a heavy
artillery barrage and air support, a
Palestinian guerrilla comminique in
Beirut said.
Al Fatah, the gutrrila group, claimed
the withdrawal was being harried at
every point by hundreds of guerillas
pouring into the area from camps
throughout Lebanon.
The Lebanese army announced that
six soldiers were killed and 15 wounded in
the fighting. Two of its tanks were
destroyed and four disabled, a communique said.
Contradicting assertions by Syria and
Iraq that their armed forces earlier had
joined in the battle on the side of the
I <■bane.se army and guerrillas, the
Israeli spokesman said there was no
heavy fighting whatsoever.
Israeli
casualties were seven soldiers wounded,
he added.
The Israelis said their jet fighters shot
down three Syrian MIG17's in dogfights

Senate confirms Blackmun

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate,
which rejected President Nixon's first
two choices to fill a year-old vacancy on
the Supreme Court, unanimously confirmed yesterday his nomination of
Judge Harry A. Blackmun of Rochester,
Minn.
There was little debate before the 944
vote, but Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, (DS.C. i. and other Southern senators said
that in Blackmun's case the Senate was
applying a different standard of judicial
ethics than it did in rejecting Judge
Clement F Haynsworth Jr.

Haynsworth, whose home is in
Greenville, S.C., was the first of two
Southern judges nominated by Nixon for
the post, both of whom were denied
Senate confirmation. The other was G.
11 a IT old Cars we II of Tallahassee, Fla.
"Apparently if a judge is from South
Carolina a higher standard of ethics is
required than if a judge is from Minnesota," said Hollings.
No one rose to dispute him, but
senators who fought Haynsworth's
nomination contended that, unlike Black-

mun, he failed to take steps to avoid an
appearance of confiicts-of-interest.
Blackmun, a long-time friend of Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger, has been a
judge on the 8th U.S. Court of Appeals
since 1959. He is 61, a summa cum laude
graduate of Harvard, and a former
lawyer for the Mayo Clinic.
He was the first Supreme Court
nominee to be approved without a
dissenting vote since 1962, when both
Arthur J. Goldberg and Byron R. White
were confirmed by voice vote.

over the battle zone, where the borders of
Israel, Syria and Iebanon come together
in southern Iibanon.
The spokesman scoffed at reports
from Arab capitals claiming heavy
engagements and mass participation of
1 ekniese army troops as well as substantial support from Syria and Iraq.
But occupied Golan Heights and
Israeli settlements south of the Sea of
Galilee were shelled from Syria and
Jordan during the l«banese attack.
At the United Nations in New York,

the Security Council demanded the
immediate withdrawal of all Israeli
forces from Iebanon.
The Israeli raid followed repeated
warnings against continuing guerrilla
attacks on Israeli border settlements. In
one town, Kiryat Shmona, a few miles
from the Mt. Hermon slopes.
Both Syria and Iraq claimed to have
joined in the fighting during the day.
Artillery shells, believed to be Iraqi,
rained down on several Kibuttizim south
of the Sea of Galilee along the Jordan

border, causing some structural
damage. The inhabitants took to shelter.
The Syrian MIG17's downed by Israeli
warplanes brought to 23 the number of
Syrian aircraft destroyed since the 1967
Middle East war. In all, Israel claims a
toll of 114 Arab planes during this period.
Syrian artillery and tanks fired at
Israeli positions and settlements in the
occupied Golan Heights for nearly three
hours, but were silenced by Israeli
warplanes, correspondents in the area
reported.

Firebombings threaten close
of OU; Sowle stands resolute
ATHENS - Students at Ohio
University are awaiting word from their
administrators on whether or not the
school will follow the path of a number
other state universities and close down in
the wake of fire-bombings and demonstrations.
OU's president Claude R. Sowle
yesterday afternoon asked the students
support in not letting the university close,
following "three distressing events"
which occurred Monday night and early
yesterday morning.
Those "events" were two firebombings and an all-night sit-in.
"I don't think they're going to call off
school. Although one more fire-bombing
might do it," Andy Alexander, OU Post
editor said yesterday.
Alexander said the campus has been
quiet since the disturbances, despite a
number of bomb threats to a residence
hall and downtown merchants.
The city police, as well as the entire
community, has been put on edge by the
threats, he remarked, but so far all
threats have proven to be false-alarms.
Alexander said the administrators
have been meeting all day on the closing
issue.
Karen Rumble, Post afternoon editor,
outlined the three incidents which
brought about consideration for the shut
down.
The first, a fire-bombing at 1:25

yesterday morning, caused an estimated
$100,000 damage to a new section of OU's
Nelson Hall cafeteria, she said.
Damage to light fixtures, stored in the
room where the fire broke out, caused an
additional $20,000 damage, according to
university authorities. The state fire
marshall's office is investigating.
Twenty minutes later, another fire
was discovered in a new South Green
residence hall under construction. Miss
Rumble said it was extinguished quickly,
and resulted in $2,000 damage.
Both fires were found while 150
students were staging an all-night sit-in

in old Chubb Library after they stormed
the building at 11:10 Monday night.
The students had left a rally at Grover
Center and congregated around the old
library, Miss Rumble explained.
The faculty and staff using the
building came out to warn the students
they would be breaking the law as well as
university regulations if they entered the
building.
But the students ignored the warnings, she said. They kicked in one of the
three glass doors, entered, walked past
the faculty and staff and sat down.

Laird says troops
leaving Cambodia
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of
Defense Melvin R. Laird said yesterday
withdrawal of American troops from
Cambodia already has begun. And he
added that if future operations are
required in that country they will be
carried out by the South Vietnamese.
laird held out the possibility of some
U.S. support for such future strikes
against enemy bases in Cambodia-but

only if this did not interfere with the
program for withdrawal of U.S. forces
from Vietnam.
The secretary told the Senate Armed
Services Committee that several
thousand U.S. troops already have left
Cambodia after completing their
assigned missions. He said more were to
come out this week and major operations
against the one time Communist sanctuaries will be completed by June 15.

ACLU may enter McWhirter case
The American Civil Liberties Union may soon enter the
Loy McWhirter case in an attempt to determine if Miss
McWhirter was searched legally and properly advised of
her rights.
Vincent Nathan, chairman of the Toledo Chapter of the
ACLU said he would turn the McWhirter case ocer to the
ACLU's Legal Committee if Miss McWhirter wanted them
to enter the case.
Miss McWhirter, reached in her home state of North
Carolina, said she would ask the ACLU to enter the caae.
She claimed she was not advised of her rights for four
hours after police questioning began, and that she was
searched at the Campus police station without either the
existence of a search warrant, or the granting of her permission to be searched.
Miss McWhirter, acting on advise of counsel, local attorney James Bachman, pleaded guilty to a charge of
possession of a hallucinogen-a reduced charge from the
felony of possession of narcotics which she had earlier been

charged with.
The trespassing charge was dropped by city prosecutor
Jerome Hock
and Campus Security arresting officer
James W. Beaupre.
Miss McWhirter was sentenced to one year in the County
Jail and fined $1000, but had both penalties suspended
provided she stay out of Ohio for three years and attend the
Penman School of Handicraft in North Carolina.
City officials, however, have been reluctant to discuss
the case.
James Hock, city prosecutor, would not even admit he
prosecuted the McWhirter case in Municipal Court here.
He responded to News questions repeatedly with the
statement, "I certainly am the city prosecutor."
When asked if Miss McWhirter was searched properly
and legally, he added, "Look, that's a moot point. That case
has been decided."
He refused all further comment.
James Bachman, Miss McWhirter's attorney, said he

had been ordered not to discuss the case, and he refused
comment-even on matters of public record on file with the
Municipal Court baliff.
"I'm sorry. I just can't discuss this case," he said.
Judge H. Richard Dunipace denied he had "gagged"
Bachman, stating that Bachman's refusal to talk had a
basis in Constitutional law, which the judge recited.
He then explained that no similar case had ever come
before him where he had accepted a defendant's plea to a
reduced charge of possession of a hallucinogen where
marijuana *as involved.
"It's not my duty to determine the charge," Judge
Dunipace said. "I only ruled on the charge to which Miss
McWhirter agreed to plea to after consulting with Mr.
Bachman and Mr. Hock."
Asked if Miss McWhirter had been searched correctly,
Judge Dunipace said, "How would I know? I wasn't there."
The judge was also asked if he would investigate the
allegation that Miss McWhirter was searched improperly,

and he responded, "I don't have the manpower to investigate anything."
Judge Dunipace said he was unaware that an illegal
search may have been conducted, and he read the court
dialogue of Miss McWhirter's sentencing.
"Those are the only facts of this case of which I am
sure," he said.
The judge said he made the three-year ruling against
Miss McWhirter after consulting with Hock, city police and
other agencies.
"I concluded Miss McWhirter was not wanted in this
state, and particularly in this county for that period. She
can be picked up on the issuance of a bench warrant from
any Ohio judge," Judge Dunipace said.
James Sears, municipal court baliff, said the Loy McWhirter file contained no warrant for a search of her person
or her belongings and made no reference to any court order
which kept attorney Bachman from discussing the case.
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what's up?
City justice in Bowling Green may have been caught with
its distinguished trousers down, and the American Civil
Liberties Union could prove its total undoing.
It all stems trom the terrible confusion in the Loy
AAcWhirter case in which a young girl was arrested and
charged with trespassing in the lounge of Kohl Hall,
where, she said, she had gone to visit her boyfriend.
Some time after her arrest she was searched. No 'of
tidal' dealing with this case will say where she was
searched, or if her permission for the search was given.
The search resulted in the discovery of narcotic resin in
a pipe Miss McWhirter carried in her pouch. City police
officer Matthew Brichta filed a possession of narcotics
charge against her.
Since that time, the trespassing charge was dropped,
the felony charge was reduced to a misdemeanor
(possession of a hallucinogen), Miss McWhirter was ordered hurried out of the state (within 12 hours after sentencing) and many officials in the case have been both
evasive and belligerent to newsmen's efforts to uncover
some answers.
Mr. Hock, the city prosecutor, definitely shirked his
civic responsibility when he refused comment on the
McWhirter case and increased the suspicions of this
newspaper with regards to the city's due process of law.
It would appear that Mr. Bachman, Miss McWhirter's
defense attorney, has had some pressure applied to him to
silence any remarks he would care to make about his
client's case-either on, or off the record.
Judge Dunipace made several reversals of his previous
court actions in both accepting a plea to a reduced charge
and reducing Miss McWhirter's bond from $10,000 to $5000
shortly before sentencing.
It's a baffling case. Perhaps the ACLU can get the
answers to those questions of justice which The News
could not.

moving ahead
Last week may well prove to be the high water mark in
the history ot Bowing Green State University. And the
credit must be shared jointly ...by students, faculty and
administrators.
A potentially explosive situation was defused by a
concerned student body, a progressive minded faculty,
and a responsive administration. For the first time in
memory, all three facets of the University community
worked in unison, spurred on not by threat or duress, but
by a common teeling of urgency.
The University community can take pride inthe fact
that its differences were not resolved under national guard
bayonets and (lying tear-gas canisters.
But it can take even greater pride in the concrete,
significant steps that have been taken in areas of concern
to all students- minority rights, the grading system, and a
relevant curriculum.
While other state universities were shutting their
doors in the wake of violence, Bowing Green remained
open and moved ahead
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political pressure for peace
By I.. Edward Shuck
Faculty Column
The central fault separating the
Nixon Administration from the war
protesters is widely confused-certainly
by the President.
The most striking central (act in this
massive national interchange is that the
Nixon Administration has adamantly
refused any change
in American
foreign policy. The President continues
to posit that our central policy toward
happenings and political stimuli In
Southeast Asia is sound and correct. It
verges on the tragic that the Administration is attempting to get out of
Vietnam and Cambodia, one suspects,
not because of any announced change of
political policy but merely because we

aren't "winning" and the home front is
restless.
The war protestors, on the other hand,
are against the war in Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia because the central American
policy of control of foreign political
events through military intervention is
not being repudiated by the Nixon Administration. We are against this policy
Is from the very beginning. That means
from 1949 when President Truman joined
in the French effort to create and
maintain in Vietnam a rump government
with no measured or significant popular
support and, having done this, committed its money and troops to the
continuous defense of that policy.
As the French quit and went home in
1954-1955. the United States took over the

complete responsibility for this anti"communist" crusade. The false
pronouncements of the Johnhson-Nixon
teams that we are helping "freedomloving" "South" Vietnamese defend
themselves from tyrannous foreigners
from the north, called "North" Vietnamese, are repudiated by the war
protesters as a matter of policy.
It has been too easy for usually silent
and obedient Americans to overlook or
plead ignorant about the appalling
violence, rarely-equalled insemitivity
and cruelty of the American military
intervention in Vietnam, the physical
destruction of a once-beautiful land, the
wanton slaughter of a hard-working
population and its constructions, the
dispersal of the people to refugee camps-

news Lerrers
students turn nation around
Only a fossilized professor can fully
appreciate some of the significance of the
incredible behavior this week of a clear
majority of the BG student body. In
October, 1965, a symposium on the
Vietnam "police action" attracted about
fifty students and faculty. On that occasion I presented an analysis of the
origin and nature of the dirty little war,
the identical analysis which I had
presented the preceding April at the
Indiana University teach-in.
The analysis was cheered by the

Indiana students but not a BG. The BG
News ran an editorial calling me a
"traitor," which elicited a chorus of
letters in the Sentinel and News (some
from faculty I. BG students and facultyeven the administration-have moved
some distance in five years.
Naturally an old peacemonger is
thrilled by the achievements of the
student body this week, but from the
perspective of an old man it appears that
a whale of credit also belongs to
President Jerome
and the other administrators and faculty who enabled the

significant, moving week
The past week has probably been one of the most significant and moving
times ever experienced here at Bowling Green. For once, we have all opened
our minds and given something of ourselves in an effort to understand the
deaths at Kent State and our move into Cambodia. It is a shame that a few
faculty members found it too hard to giveof themselves-found it too hard to
forfeit their lectures for class discussions, too hard to postpone their exams, or
too hard to offer make-up exams for student strikers.
Why? Because it might disrupt their schedules, or hinder the so-called
process of education, or conflict with their obligations as "educators." Isn't
caring about war and peace, and life and death a worthy enough cause to stop
the sometimes senseless routine of classes, lectures and tests for a few days?
Most students, faculty members, and administrators have shown that it is
their obligation, not just as educators, but as human beings, to be concerned
with these issues. It is unfortunate that a few professors could give so little to
this great opportunity to really learn.
Diane Rossi
103 Treadway Hall

'feast' displays insensitivity
When we wrote our column of May8, we mistakenly thought that the Tau
Kappa F.psilon fraternity was co-sponsoring the Pagliai "Pizza Feast." This
was what we were told by the IFC office two months ago and it was never denied
by the president of TKE at that time.
As it turns out, this individual was coordinating the event as an employee of
Pagliai's-hence the confusion. It was therefore unfair of us to single out the
TKE house for blame; they are not more quilty than anyone else who participated in the event, and we regret accusing them specifically.
The principal target of our accusations must now be Pagliai Pizza, whose
management is quilty of gross social insensitivity. Although we explained this
to them two months before the event took place, they refused to understand and
hid behind the absurd excuse that they had invested in advertising for the
contest); they persisted in holding the contest anyway.
Most experts agree that this decade will see widespread, uncontrollable
famine in vast segments of the world. Those who play games with food and
waste it simply do not understand this fact, and those who make profits from
such activities obviously do not care.
M r. and Mrs. William C. Barrow
5224 E.Wooster Street

•BREWER. YOU ONLY SUPPOSED TO BE KEEPIN' THIS HERE CHAIR WARM!'
J>X^"*PW*et»-W

affair to be a success rather than a
debacle. Trapped in the middle of
terrific pressures, their performance
was stellar, and BG remains open and
stronger rather than becoming a
casualty.
Among the significant fruits of the
crisis was that for the first time a
majority of BG students (and faculty?)
became concerned about the paramount
problems of American society: war and
race. But I became concerned about
them thirty years ago and they are still
with us, and they will never be exercised
by student excitement in front of
Williams Hall.
No amount of student oratory will
compel the Nixon administration to
make peace or cease being racist. In
May, 1972, the war will be going on with
200 to 400 thousand American troops
busily liberating the peasants and
solving the population problem with
napalm. The war will be stopped only by
political action like the student campaigns for McCarthy and Kennedy in
1968.
"But we tried that in 1968 and look
what happened!" Yes, the political
process was "fixed" in 1968 and failed
miserably. However the war, race,
poverty, and the urban crisis are still
here and there is no feasible alternative
but to keep trying.
If BG students or faculty are more
than dilitants. they will ring doorbells
this year for such candidates as Gilligan,
Metzenbaum, or Goodell; they will spend
the next two years exposing the Nixon
'Vietnamization" hoax; and in 1972 they
will be campaigning harder than ever
before.
Only the assassination of
Kennedy prevented students from turning this nation around in 1968. I hope
they will try again.
Howard D. Hamilton
Professor, Pol. Sci.

fhank-you
The Strike Control Committee would
like to thank the local businesses who
contributed materially to the strike,
including the Holiday Inn, Canterbury
Inn, Kroger, Mo-Dor-Inn, Earl's, Centre
Super Market, Pisanello's, White Hut,
Roy Rogers, Falcon, L& K East, Sterling,
Burger Chef, and the SBX.
Strike Control Committee

dispelling misconceptions
This week has awakened me to the world outside the classroom and I've
learned a lot. I've talked with many people, but the conversations have been
mainly exchange of opinions. These opinions range from "withdraw from
Vietnam tomorrow" to "esclate and win."
Many people have attvised me what we should and should not do, but few
people have thoroughly analyzed for me the consequences of their particular
plan. It's easy to say I'm for an end to the killing in Vietnam and for an end to
war everywhere. No one can argue with those ideals. But the question is how?
I think it's time we look at the consequences of immediate withdrawal, of
escalation, of Vietnamization and see which. If any, of these solutions has the
best chance of moving us closer to our ideals.
For me it is time to return to my studies. True, my sociology, economics,
and psychology textbooks won't tell me the answers but they will dispel some
misconceptions and give me a foundation of basic knowledge. Fron this basts, I
can predict more accurately the consequences of various solutions. But, my
special talent lies in the realm of physics and mathematics.
My studies in these areas will give me the intellectual tools I need to help
build a source of clean power, which will help solve the pollution problem. We
all have special talents in different fields and together we can pool our talents to
alleviate the world's problems, especially that of war.
Let's get to work both in the classroom and out and solve the world's
problems with intelligence and Information as well as with action and
emotion Barbara Shaeffer
337 East

all under the guise of "protecting the
people from 'communism'."
We emote fulsomely and continually
about the 41,000 Aemricans who have
been killed-and well we might and must.
We cannot ignore, as we invariably do in
conversation, the fact that perhaps 2
million Vietnamese have been killed by
American firepower, largely by
American planes and artillery.
Mr Nixon seems to be defending the
going into Cambodia, for example, on the
grounds that this action will" shorten the
war," and hasten the day when
exhausted and bleeding Vietnamese will
just have to quit. Too many people, one
can surmise, are at least partially inclined to accept this explanation as
having both relevance and value.
The danger is not that the Vietnamese won't give in and agree to follow
the dictates of our regime in Saigon; it is
rather that we will succeed in killing so
many people that the Vietnamese will
have to bend to our will. Then we shall
have the immorality of our earlier actions made more manifest by an indefinite military occupation of the
southern part of Vietnam (and very
likely of parts at least of Laos and
Cambodia).
The immorality and bad politics of
our decision and actions in Vietnam call
out for restitution; and this is the concern
of war protestors. The restitution has to
be made not only in the form of drastic
repudiation of the American policy of
massive military interference in the
political evolvements in other societies.
This policy was seeded by Truman,
toyed with by Eisenhower U,ebanon),
nurtured under Kennedy (Cuba and
Guatemala), matured by Johnson
(Vietnam, Laos, and the Dominican
Republic) and protected and used by
Nixon. We are going to have to extend
widely our apologies and demonstrate a
willingness to clean up our mess.
We have turned Vietnam and border
areas into destroyed forests, rice paddies
pockmarked by bomb craters, polluted
and defoliated vegetation, bull-dozed
living areas, carbonized homes and
public buildings. This destruction has
been in the name of the American obsession that Vietnamese must acquiesce
to the control of a government passing
our muster as "non-communist."
On his televised press interview of
May 8, Mr. Nixon insisted that the peace
demanded by war protestors is the same
as the peace he seeks. It is impossible to
believe that the President actually
believes such miscalculation.
Mr. Nixon would phase American
troop withdrawal over a period of at least
several years. Rather the way to stop a
war is to take fingers off of triggers.
Last week was Bowling Green's finest
hour. We have to continue that mood of
constructive but definite criticism and
displayed awareness of what the
American intervention in Vietnam is all
about. We will not earn peace without the
continuing build-up of pressure directed
against an Administration slowly
becoming aware of the power of a people
finally aroused against that Administration's incompetence in foreign
policy.
During the coming election campaign we must carry on a massive but
entirely peaceful political action in our
home districts. Every candidate for the
Congress, House and Senate, must be
required to declare himself, and without
the usual deviousness and equivocation.
Both new candidates and incumbents
must be pressed to refuse to vote for
military funds for carrying on thewar in
Southeast Asia.
Under our system of government it is
clear that short of an unlikely impeachment the only way to control a
President between quadrennial elections
is for the Congress to deny him money.
The President's Achilles heel is the
control of money by the Congress. The
day of reckonning for Congressmen and
one-third of the Senators is the first
Tuesday after the first Monday of each
even-numbered year.
Work for the summer and fall is cut
out for us. Each Senate and House
candidate must be made to stand and be
counted on the issue of money for
military adventuring in overseas areas.
Keep the faith! Keep up political
pressure for peace now in Vietnam."

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and your opinion columns.
Due to our desire to bring you the
largest cross-section of views and
opinions, however, we ask that letters be
no more than 300 words, typewritten, and
columns be a maximum of four
typewritten pages, triple-spaced.
We meinteJii the right to edit all
materials which exceed those limits, and
to edit with respect to the laws of libel
and good taste.
All letters and columns submitted to
The News become the property ef The
News sad cannot be returned.
Materials should be addressed to The
BG
News, Editorial Editor, 1M
University BaD.
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A view of poverty.
Logan, W. Va
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A visitor to l.ogan. West Virginia nets the feeling that
the neighboring mountains are slowly, steadily squeezing
the town out of existence.
The mountains tower over the town, and make the
roadways seem narrower than they already are.
I.ogan occupies what amounts to an extra wide portion
of the banks of the (luyandotte river. There isn't any room
for the town to expand, besides up the side of a mountain.
Kor something new to go up, something old must be torn
down
I.ogan, population 4100, is the seat of Logan County. It's
an old town. There aren't many new buildings.
Mid here, you find poverty.
The streets are bad. sprinkled" ith deep ruts. In some
areas of town there are no street signs, but everyone seems
to know the informal rules of driving in Logan. Strangers
arc treated tolerantly until they learn the ropes.
Somewhere between I.ogan and the Ohio River, the
people have acquired a Southern twang to their voices. And
if there is such a thing as Southern hospitality, it is alive
and well in the friendly curiosity of the people of Logan.
When they learn of your interest in poverty, many
residents smile in a tolerent, faintly amused manner which
gives the impression that they've been through the
questions before.
"We've been surveyed to death," commented the editor
of the local newspaper.
The subject of poverty is even treated jokingly by some.
A service station attendent remarked. "If you're part of
this here war on poverty, you're about to watch me fight it,"
as he rang up a sale on the cash register.
The entire pace of life in Logan seems a little slower
than elsewhere, as if there's no place to go, so no one's in a
hurry to get there.
The best restaurant in town doesn't supply a menu, but
everyone seems to know what is served anyway. This
■ restaurant is also the best source of maps of I,ogan, which
can be procured by pocketing one of the paper placemats.
Store windows display signs announcing rev ival
meetings.
The local juke boxes stock the Stones' "Honky Tonk
Woman." as well as "Bayou Baby." Country music blasts
from radios, and "Red Fox" chewing tobacco commercials
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A lack of jobs and incentive;
a grinding cycle of despair
from television sets.
If there is any wealth in and around Logan, it doesn't
show Small, white houses with muddy, littered yards,
chipped paint, sagging porches and shaky foundations rest
In isolation or with others like them throughout Ixigan
County. Scattered along the perimeter of Logan, the
houses climb part way up the sides of the surrounding
mountains.
In northwestern Ohio, one has to look for residential
areas where the housing is run-down and decrepit. In
Logan County, one must look and look hard for newer, well
kept homes.
The town of Logan, and I/>gan County itself, are slowly
decreasing in population. Logan County was inhabited by
about 80,000 people in 1940. Now, the population is about
60.000 and many expect it to continue to shrink.
Mining is the heart of the ecomony. Of those 60,000
county residents, 4,400 are mineworkers. In 1950, there
were about 15.000 miners.
The town of I.ogan is a service and supply center for the
county. Machine shops repair mining equipment. The
stores stock everything needed by those in I,ogan and
outlying areas. "Everything here directly or indirectly
supuorts mining."remarked one resident.
The tonnage of coal mined has remained fairly stable in
recent years, butmechanizationof the mining industry has
drastically reduced the number of mining jobs available
Many believe the miners have, through high wage
demands, bid themselves out of jobs. It has simply become
cheaper for machinery to replace men with picks and
shovels. The miner who can get work earns about $30 per
day.
Some jobs have been created by automation, such as
machinery repair and service, but not enough jobs have
been created to soak up the labor surplus created by the
reduction of the mining work force. Unemployment in the
county is about 10-12 per cent. Estimates on the number of
Ix>gan County residents receiving welfare assistance of
some form reach 40 per cent.
The newspaper editor said in the next five years, the
demand for coal is expected to increase by 15 per cent. "We
think we'll get our share of the market," he said. "But
because of automation, employment is unlikely to be affected."
A local banker. Bill Jackson, agreed that coal mining
will be the primary economic foundation of the county for
years to come. "As long as the coal supply holds out, Logan
County will prosper," he said. "They are mining coal now
that 20 years ago they thought was inaccessable, and I'm
convinced they'll be mining coal here when I'm gone."
Jackson said that although the basic industry is coal,
diversification of industry may come with theopeningof a
new highway presently under construction. It would allow
bucks better access to the town. The main highway now
serving Logan is a narrow two-lane road winding 68 miles
through the mountains from Huntington, West Virginia.
The banker claimed that most citizens have bank deposits,
yet many get loans from loan companies. "These loan
companies don't give people the best deals available, but
many don't realize this," he said. "The people in general,
however, are becoming much more educated toward
money than they were ten years ago."
Jackson remarked that the general quality of housing is
better now than it was at one time. "The coal companies
used to own most of the houses, and they did only a
minimum of maintenance or repair work," he said. "Now,
the workers themselves own the houses and have fixed up at
least the interiors."
The mining and allied industries are the biggest
depositers and the financial foundation of the bank, as well
as the economy itself, according to Jackson.
But although supporting the economy, mining is also
directly related to what appears to be the basic problem

uKlng Logan County-ii shortage of jobs, and the resultant
poverty °i many area residents.
Mining, once the main employer, has in more recent
yeara employed drastically fewer workers. Industry has
yet to go through diversification and grow, and at the
present tune there simply aren't enough jobs in Logan
County to support a population of 60,000.
Kor all these reasons, Logan, West Virginia, is in the
heart of the Appalacian hard-core poverty region.
Hut although poverty is an acknowledged fact of life for
many in this county, there are sharp differences of opinion
concerning the nature and causes of poverty, and what's
being done about it.
Some in Ixigan believe poverty isn't as bad there as
many outsiders think. "I've always thought that poverty
down here is overplayed in the news media," commented
the editor of the "l.ogan Banner."
A Logan High School student agreed that poverty is an
overblown issue, stating, "you can find poverty anywhere if
you look for it."
An LHS administrator waved a fleshy arm at about 200
students eating lunch in the school cafateria. and asked,
"Do you see any povertystrickenkids out there?" He added
that most people were happy in l.ogan County "until the
poverty workers came in and told them how bad off they
are."
Those associated directly with the povertystrickenhold
a different view. "Some people here greatly underestimate
the problem," said a worker with the Office of Economic
Opportunity. "They have no contact at all with poverty, and
seem to live in their own little world that doesn't include the
poor."
The worker added that the people who sympathize least
with the poor are those who broke out of poverty. "They
seem to believe that if they can rise out of poverty, anyone
else can." he said.
With a tone of incredulity OEO director Roscoe Thornbury remarked, "There have been groups here who have
tried to tell me there is no real poverty in I,ogan County."
He added that many of the people in Ixigan County are
indifferent to the way of life many area residents are forced
to live.
There is also sharp disagreement concerning the nature
of poverty. "Poverty isn't really a problem here," commented a school administrator. "People live the way they
do because it's part of their culture."
A banker said, "The government has turned people into
leeches. They don't work because they don't have to." He
noted that labor "isn't in a frame of mind to work, and they
won't get into it by staying on welfare."
The banker added that the coal mines needed both
skilled and unskilled workers. "Any healthy man can find a
job with the coal companies," he said. He was unable to
explain, however, why then the Logan unemployment office
was filled every morning with young men looking for work.
OEO director Thombury offers a different explanation
of poverty, which seems widely held by those associated
with the welfare programs.
"There are poor who would work for a decent wage," he
said. "People say they can't get domestic or garden help,
but I wouldn't work like a dog either for what they're willing
to pay."
Thombury said some are habitually poor because it's the
easiest way. "But the vast majority are locked into a
system over which they have no control, and we have to
blame the system for their plight."
Thornbury described the system as the attitudes held by
most poor that nothing can be done about their situation,
combined with the attitude held by wealthier people that
nothing should be done.

Also criticized by Thornbury was a legal .system which
claims practically encourages the poor to staj on the
welfare rolls "As the welfare system operates presently . a
person receiving welfare support is not permitted to earn
any money on the side, or lie gives up his welfare status
completely," he said.
"People won't do menial work for a few days, because
they go off welfare, and to get on again requires B mass of
red Ui|M' and a delay of maybe six months."ThornbuT) said
"There are tunes when lencourage people not to work at
jobs like these, so they don't lose their welfare benefits."
He said welfare programs are now locked in by legislation
which kills their potential good.
■poverty is almost contagious," he continued, "it
perpetuates Itself in the family While growing up, children
develop negative, belligerent attitudes and suspicions
which they. In turn, pass on to their own children
IK-

Thornbury said those who claim the poor ran better then
stilus but don't want to or are too lazy aren't considering

the strong forces against change, such as tradition anil
instilled attitudes.
"Sometimes I think people are actually afraid of the
|Kior bettering themselves because they see it as a threat to
their own wealth." Thornbury said. "It's almost a kind of
prejudice."
Thornbury noted that the economy once just demanded
thai workers have strong backs. "But things changed, and
the strong-back work was gone People were left without
jobs or good educations, and the people and their institutions were not sophisticated enough to adapt before
many were plunged into poverty from which they haven't
yet escaped." he said.
As well as being in conflict with many townspeople
concerning the extent and nature of poverty. those
associated with the welfare and antipoverty programs also
find themselves put on the defensive in relation to their
work,

"Tile poverty programs are a big waste of money."
remarked a banker, sitting in his wood-paneled, thickly
carpeted office. "They give more jobs to the politicians
than anybody else.
His solution to the problem'.' ""Maybe what we need is
another depression to get people down on their knees and
work." he said. "Things would be different if people had to
work to survive."
Hum to page 4)

. . .and a welfare office
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The life of a poverty worker—
In a creaky brown Rambler, Mrs. Francis Davis and I
bounced along down a rutted road through the mountains on
a cloudy, rainy morning near Sharpies, West Virginia. She
was beginning a day's work. I was riding along to get a look
at what is called "hard-core poverty."
Mrs. Davis, a short woman who radiates energy, is one
of ten community organizers on the staff of the lx>gan Office
of Ecomonic Opportunity. She lives in Sharpies, and like
the other organizers, does most of her work in her own
community.
Sharpies itself is more a wide spot along the road than
anything else, inhabited primarily by low income families.
The main commercial activities are the Boone County
Mining Co. and a gas station.
In general terms, Mrs. Davis' job is to try to instill a
community spirit in the people of Sharpies by promoting
community organization and activities, and also to deal
through personal contact with the multitude of problems
(acing many community residents.
These problems
combine to keep most of the people socially and
economically at rock bottom.
Facets of Mrs. Davis' job may include communicating to
her neighbors any changes in welfare laws and
requirements affecting them, persuading a young girl to
finish school, organizing a youth work project, or convincing ,i young man who has held and lost a string of jobs
to try again,
Mrs. Davis and her co-workers try to instill hope in
people whose primary experience has been with frustration
and despair. Many of the area's citizens express feelings
that they have been victimized-by the mining companies,
politicians, those with money. They think nothing can be
done to change their situation and have given up. The
community organizers try to change this attitude.
The work of the organizer is tedious. Yet Mrs. Davis
talks enthusiastically about her work.
"We can't expect to walk in a person's home and immediately effect a change in his attitudes and way of life,"
Mrs. Davis said, as we rolled past small, dingy houses with
littered, muddy yards. "We have to feel our way on what
people are willing to talk about and take action on, and be
persistent in our efforts but not to the point that we turn
them off."
She said some of the poor are more difficult to reach
than others, hut "we try to be patient and show we care.
We try to convince them that there is a better way to live
and get them to make an effort to achieve that better life."
Somettmea the community organizers work in other
communities besides their own. "At times it helps in new
areas to have more than one organizer working, or have two
organizers visit a home together so one can concentrate on
taking notes and the other can try to get the family to talk,"
Mrs. Davis said.
The organizers have been trained for their work in
Charleston and Logan, "Basically, we were taught how to
work with iH'oplc-identifying and working with their
problems. When you knock on a door, you as an organizer
don't know what will confront you, so you have to be
prepared for the worst," Mrs. Davis continued.

Her own high school education was interrupted by an
early marriage, but Mrs. Davis later returned and with
graduation completed her formal education. She did
volunteer work for church groups prior to joining the staff
of OEO 18 months ago.
Our first stop was with a family I'll call the Millers, who
are not on welfare but have difficulty with a 20-year-old son
who can't keep a job. The son, Bill, is mentally retarded-a
fact his family long refused to believe.
As the car climbed the narrow drive to the family's
home, Mrs. Davis commented that Bill wanted to work, but
it was doubtful if he had yet a job he could handle. The visit
was to check his progress on a job he had begun the
previous week.
The Miller family's frame house, though in need of paint
and repair, was larger than most near it. The back yard
was strewn with boards, cans and several tires. A sad-eyed
puppy sat on a rock and watched us climb the rickety porch
steps.
Mr. Miller earns $30 per day in the mines.
Mrs. Miller,a middle-aged, tired looking woman with
wispy brown hair, met us at the door and invited us inside.
The interior of the house was a surprise. It was dark and
although not expensively or stylishly decorated, the home
was neat and was filled with comfortable looking furniture.
We were seated in the living room by Mrs. Miller, and
she told us her son had been fired from his latest job. Bill
was in bed, apparently not having much to get up for. He
had been working for some carpenters. "They told him not
to come back. I guess they got the dirty work done. He's
hurt," Mrs. Miller said.
In a kind of angry tirade, Mrs. Miller continued, "There
ain't nothing in I,ogan County. I don't care if I never turn
another hand in this community." Mrs. Davis replied that
there was no point in giving up and losing hope.
"The poor in Sharpies I'll stand up for," Mrs. Miller
added, "but the rest can get lost."
"But there's the power of the poor-when they stand
together," answered Mrs. Davis.
"That's the trouble, nobody will stand up," Mrs. Miller
said. "It's no wonder kids get in trouble. There's no jobs,
there's nothing for them in Sharpies."
Having been awakened on our arrival by his mother, Bill
padded into the room bare-footed and bare-chested,
bringing with him the reek of stale sweat. He talked with a
slow slur, like his words were in each other's way. He has a
hearing defect in one ear.
Bill said he didn't know why he was fired from his last
job, but questioning by Mrs. Davis revealed he had broken a
tool and in some way angered his employers. "They didn't
tell him exactly what to do, and when he did different, they
got mad," Mrs. Miller said. Mrs. Davis replied that employers expect a worker to know something about his job.
"I got mad back at them" Bill said. Mrs, Davis said
maybe his temper was part of his problem. "You've got to
keep control of yourself on a job," she said. "You can't let
on like you're running your employer's affairs."
Mrs. Davis offered to go with Bill to see his ex-employer.
"We'll have to find out what the problem was with this job,

Mrs. Francis Davis, field worker with the office of Economic Opportunity.
or it's likely to repeat itself with the next job." Consciously
or not, throughout the morning Mrs. Davis directed conversations to the positive aspects of each situation we
found.
When he doesn't have a regular job, which is most of the
time. Bill gathers coal scraps in a wheel barrow and sells
them for $6.50 per ton. "I'll do anything if it's a job," he
said.
Bill left on an errand. The conversation turned to the
difficulty of getting a job, then to the problems of starting a
local business. The Boone County Mining Co. operates
Sharpies' second largest business, the gas station, and at
one time owned the homes near the mines and rented them
to the company's workers. The coal company once owned
the house we sat in.
"It says in the deed that we can't start any new business
that would interfere with the company store business,"
Mrs. Miller said. "A neighbor began selling pop and candy
in her home for the church, but the coal company made her
stop. It's the crookedest company my husband has worked
for."
Mrs. Davis suggested that they organize a committee of
interested area residents, go to the coal company, and
present their viewpoint. "We have to bring matters like
these before the community, and try to get community
action," she said.
Although agreeing with the logic of Mrs.- Davis'
suggestion, Mrs. Miller didn't seem inclined toward action.
Mrs. Davis didn't press the issue. She and I left a while
later. I hadn't gotten a look at real poverty at the Miller
home.
Our next stop was to see a 69-year-old widow who lives
alone in the mountains near Sharpies. This was Mrs. Davis'
first visit, and during the drive up a gravel road, she told
me what she knew about the old widow, Mrs. Taylor.

Mrs. Taylor's sole income is from social security. She
has relatives in the state, but none who give her help of any
kind. She has little contact with other people.
"She has about six dogs living with her, and some people
say she buys them the best meat she can find," Mrs. Davis
said. "Some of her dogs have been killed, and she's
suspicious of people, I think, because she believes they hate
her dogs. She seems to think her dogs are people, and wants
them treated like humans."
1 had become fairly used to the general run-down conditions found around I.ogan But the visit to the "home" of
Mrs. Taylor was the most profound shock of my three days •
in West Virginia.
Mrs. Taylor met us at the road with an assortment of
dogs. She was gaunt, slightly bent and her brown face was
deeply etched with wrinkles. A dirty, frayed scrap of cloth
served as a head scarf. She wore an old dark coat, and had
a dirty strip of cotton cloth wound around one forearm to
her wrist. As we got out of the car, she flailed the air with a
weed stalk to keep the dogs away.
Her home behind her in a clearing was a small unpainted
wood structure with small dirty windows on one side and a
heavily patched roof. The house's small porch was barely
passable for the scraps of wood and junk piled on it. The
house nested in a sea of mud. It's hard to describe, and I
recall thinking how incredible it was that someone lived
(turn to page S)

stories and photos
by Glenn Waggoner
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'There's nothing to support all these people
I continued from page 31
Other townspeople reflected the banker's viewpoint.
Also unhappy with the OF.O and other welfare programs.
the newspaper editor commented, "they spend too much
inonc) lor the gtKHl they're doing."

'•The inonej would be better spent on roads, vocational
training and used to help those who can't work," he added.
In In- office, OEO director Thorabury looked disgusted
at the mention oi \ocational training as a solution to
poverty. "II doesn't do much good to train 30 men as
welders when there are only five jobs for welders open In

Logan," he said.
Thornbury commented at length on the work of his office
and distinguished its operations from those of a welfare
office.
"The welfare and unemployment offices deal in services, and the ('I'll deals in attitudes." he said. "It's the
difference batmen tangibles and Intangibles, and we deal
in the latter."
According to Thornbury, the basic philosophy of the
OF.O is to get the poor involved in their own problems. He
said the tendency of the poor is to expect services to be

CatyMhan* Company, mabnappUer of Job. hi (he Logan area.

rendered, but the OF.O tries to get the poor to help themselves I le added that since the results are often intangible,
they are difficult to detect and may not be obvious until the
next generation.
"We are trying to motivate the poor to be dissatisfied
with the system of legal and social indifference, and their
own frustration We encourage them to escape from and
change the system so future generations will not be locked
In by it." Thornbury said. He added that there would
always be those considered poor, but the general level of
poverty need not be so low.

According to Thornbury. the poor don't know how to try.
"Sowc try to get them to take a more optimistic view of life,
encourage their participation in community activities, and
get them to come to the conclusion that something can be
done with their lives," he said.
"these people are not stupid, but they lack experience in
advancing themselves so we've got to get them to think for
themselves." Thornbury said. He said among the things
OF.O concerns the poor with are furthering their
educations, intelligent consumer buying, and the need for
cleanliness and good surroundings.
Thornbury said the orientation of OEO work was once
largely directed toward community activities, but now
more work is being done with individual families. "We try
to reach children before they develop some of the negative
attitudes of their parents." he said. "We try to show the
importance of the family to the child, and encourage
parents to recognize their children's achievments."
The OEO does its work with a full-time staff of 21 and
about 70 volunteers. The organization's offices are up a
flight of stairs in an old Ixigan building, and are connected
by a dark hallway, lighted at one end by a naked light bulb
hanging from the ceiling.
Eleven of the staff are field workers, who work with no
more than 20 families with young children in their own
community. Five of the staff are involved in an emergency
food program. Another staff member works with an on-thejob training program, and the remaining staff members are
in clerical or supervisory positions.
Thornbury believes the OEO and welfare programs need
more money. "The welfare program is a condemnation of a
system which gives people 65 per cent of the money needed
for a decent living. ' he said.
He said if more money was available for welfare, it
should be directed toward the aged, ill and disabled.
"These people more than anyone should have as many of
their needs met as possible," Thornbury said.
The OF.O director sees the ultimate solution to the
problem of poverty linked with new and diversified industry
Thornbury said the physical environment, with its
shortage of roads or waterways, deters industry. Also
discouraging industry is what he terms Logan's "bad labor
reputation," stemming from strike problems in the past.
If he had power to solve the poverty problem, Thornbury
says he would:
-search for small industry.
-seek legislation attractive to industry from a tax
standpoint.
-train Logan's labor force for exactly the type of work
these new industries would provide.
-combat the public image of the moonshine-drinking
hillbilly, which he believes keeps industry away.
-engage in an intensive road-building project.
Thornbury believes the introduction of new industry is
essential, because for the poor to be motivated to act, there
must be decent-paying jobs available for them.
To study the problem of introducing new industry to
Logan, a specialist in economic development will soon join
the staff of the OEO for several months, said Thornbury.
"I think the population of Logan County will continue to
decrease from the present 60,000 to about 40,000. But those
who remain should have decent standards of living,"
Thornbury said. "Right now, there's just nothing to support
all these people."
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patience, hard work and hope
(continued from page 4)
there.
Mrs. Davis introduced us and managed to get us invited
inside, despite the protests of Mrs. Taylor in her aged,
squeaky voice that "the place is a mess."
She was right. A rancid odor of dirty clothes and cat
manure greeted us. The house has three small rooms-two
of which 3re used for storage and for the dogs because the
ceilings leak badly.The third room is the real home of Mrs.
Taylor.
This room is about 8 by 12 feet, and at least a third of the
space is occupied by a double bed covered with blankets
which were once of a light color, but are now practically
black with grime. The ceiling is six feet high and leaks only
a little through the cardboard covering.
A coal chip fire burned hotly in a small fireplace opposite the bed. but it was still cold in the back of the room.
Several calenders with pictures of Jesus on them were hung
on the walls.
The room was windowless, lit by the fire and a bare light
bulb suspended from the ceiling by a wire. After moving
some dirty clothing, bottles and an ear of corn from a small
couch. Mrs. Davis and I found room to sit down. Mrs.
Taylor stood during our visit.
She apologized again for her home. "It ain't a fit place to
live, but the landlord won't fix it up. He lowered my rent
from (15 to $10 per month rather than do anything to the
place," Mrs. Taylor said. She added she had to carry water
from a spring because her well had dead rabbits in it and
the landlord wouldn't clean it out.
Mrs. Taylor doesn't like her landlord i "1 don't pray to
any God but the one in Heaven").
It became apparent that because of her age, loneliness,
sickness, or other causes, Mrsr Taylor was not entirely
mentally coherent. At one time she said her distant neighbors "are awful good to me," then later commented that
"nobody will lift a hand to help me."
Mrs. Davis delicately probed with her questions into the
type of life Mrs. Taylor lived in her isolation. She allowed
herself to be sidetracked by Mrs. Taylor into talk of
relatives or old friends down the mountain, but Mrs. Davis
always gently and persistently turned the conversation
back to Mrs. Taylor and her situation.
She interspaced her questions with compliments on Mrs.

Taylor's healthy appearance, the warm fire and whatever
else she could grasp to help gain the confidence of Mrs.
Taylor. A yellow kitten strolled out from under the bed,
looked around, and went back under.
Mrs. Davis asked the widow why she didn't move. In the
course of the rambling, disjointed conversation, Mrs.
Taylor answered by saying she wouldn't leave her dogs,
wanted a house of her own. liked the isolation and the
mountains, and probably most important, she couldn't
afford to move. She lives on (83 per month and hadn't
checked her welfare status in Iflgan since last f all.
"The welfare laws have changed since then, and you are
likely to be eligible for more benefits than Social Security,"

In the course of the conversation. Mrs. Taylor revealed
she attended school through the third grade. Years ago, her
husband, now dead 13 years, had his hands mangled in a
mining accident and the company refused to re-hire him.
Mrs Taylor claims illness now keeps her in bed on some
days. She has no regular callers.
As HO got up to leave. Mrs. Davis emphasized to Mrs.
Taylor that she and the people of the community want to
help her. With her head half turned. Mrs. Taylor muttered
something like. "I've heard that until I'm blue."
Still, Mrs. Taylor seemed grateful for the visit. She
walked with Mrs. Davis and me to the car. and stood
watching with her dogs until the Rambler disappeared

'when you knock on a door,
you don'f know what to expect1
Mrs. Davis told her.
Exhibiting a stubborn pride despite her situation, Mrs.
Taylor replied, "I don't want any benefits I'm not eligible
for." Mrs. Davis offered to drive her to I .ogan the next
week to check with the welfare office, but couldn't get a
.•ommittment from Mrs. Taylor.
Mrs. Davis argued gently that Mrs. Taylor should move.
"I think you would be better off in a community with other
people. They would help you if you have trouble." she said.
"Up here you have no one. If you get more welfare, you
could afford it."
Mrs. Taylor answered lamely that "I'm too ugly to move
down the mountain." Liter. Mrs. Davis said she might
eventually persuade the old widow to move. "I just want to
get her to do what's best for her."
The subject turned to dogs. Mrs. Taylor said, "I like
dogs because I understand them. I know what it's like to be
mistreated and dragged around." Mrs. Davis asked what
she fed her dogs, and the widow said people fed them
scraps.
Mrs. Davis gave me a blank look. I was skeptical that
scraps were that plentiful. Mrs. Davis more pointedly
asked if she bought them food, but Mrs. Taylor changed the
subject.

around a bend in the red clay road.
The third and final visit of the morning was to be with a
mother and her children, who I'll call the White family.
This would be Mrs. Davis' third visit to the home. She filled
mo in on what she had learned of the family's background
as we jolted along one of the area's invariably rutted roads.
The father lias either died, divorced Mrs. White, or
deserted the family "I asked one of the children during my
last visit where his father was, and he said he didn't have a
father," Mrs. Davis said. The eldest girl, Linda, is about 1"
years old and dropped out of school in the tenth grade. Her
younger brother is in an elementary grade, and participates in the federally subsidized free-lunch program.
The youngest of the three children is a girl, about three
years old. The family is entirely dependent on welfare.
The family lives in a one-story, red-shingled house in a
i luster of others like it Our knock was answered by Linda,
the school dropout. She was in hair curlers, and had a
pleasant, polite manner.
We were seated in the living room, which appeared to be
one of about three rooms in the small home. Children's toys
were strewn over the floor. The walls had been marked
with crayon or pencil.
Beside me on a table was a cheap record player, and

beside it was a small pile of 45 r.p.m. records which had
spilled over on an old couch Through a doorway, empty
pop bottles lay in a loose pile by a refrigerator.
Mrs. White, about 40-yoars-old. sat on the edge of a bed
and said a total of perhaps five words during our stay. She
sat with her head tilted, staring blankly at the opposite wall.
Her skin was white and her eyes pale and glassy.
After a few preliminary courtesies. Mrs. Davis asked
Linda why she dropped out of school. 'I was tired of it,
band," the girl replied. She said she had been earning good
grades.
Mi s Davis stressed the need of a high school education
in getting a Job, and tolil her about the local adult education
program. As charactttflstd her behavior throughout our
visit. Linda passively agreed with what Mrs. Davis said,
but expressed no inclination to act or question Mrs. Davis
further about the program The apathy and despair in the
household COuld bo CUt with a knife
The yOungeal girl. In mudd) play clothes, ran into the
room, looked us over, and went outside Mrs Davis began
telling Linda about a new work project for youth in which
with the help of federal money, youth would set up and
operate their own small businesses. Linda, a quietly pretty
girl, nodded her approval, changing expression with only an
occasional faint smile
The sun broke through the clouds outside, and Mrs.
Davis chose a new lack to try to elicit a spark of reaction
from our hosts. "It certainly Is warm outside," she said.
"It makes you want to get outside and do something."
Linda smiled, and her mother, immobile, stared vacantly
at the wall
Turning the subject to gardening, we found that the
family used to garden, but hadn't put one out for several
years, Linda said she liked gardening.
After a few more minutes of attempted conversation.
Mrs. Davis and I left. I wondered what was said inside the
house, if anything, after the door closed behind us. As we
got in the Rambler, the undaunted Mrs. Davis said that
sometimes a family will Open up and talk, and during
another visit will liardly say a word
The morning's calls had been made
Mrs. Davis
dropped me off at the Sharpies gas station, where my car
sat collecting the mud splattered from an occasional
passing car.

A home near Sharpies, West Virginia.

The youth of Logan have a problem. That is. what will
they do if they stay, and what will they do if they leave?
Most resolve the question by leaving-cither going to
college, or getting a job in an outside city. In the sense that
there is little in Logan for them to stake a career on, they
don't have much choice.
Young people here don't have much money. Very few
high school students have cars. Summer jobs are reportedly hard to find, as are jobs of any kind.
They don't have much to do in their spare time. The
social bill is filled, more or less, by a movie theater, a
bowling alley and various school activities.
Besides the family, the schools are perhaps the most
important single influence on the lives of the area's youth.
The educational system of I .ogan County, West Virginia,
is to all outward appearances equal in quality to any school
system in Ohio. There are four high schools in the county,
fed by a number of smaller, more localized elementary and
junior high schools.
1 .ogan High School, built in 1955. is one of the largest high
schools in the state, with an enrollment of nearly 1800
students in grades 10-12. The other high schools are smaller
but are still relatively modern facilities. The voters have
passed a bond issue to replace the oldest of the four schools.
Students are bussed to Logan High School from as far as
18 miles away. "By concentrating the students in fairly
large schools, we can provide better, more advanced
facilities," said assistant principal Keyser Hise.
I .IIS has well equipped language and science labs, as
well as extensive vocational training facilities. Sharpies
High School, the smallest of the four, has no shop facilities,
but students desiring vocational training are bussed to
night classes using the facilities of I.HS
The tax base for the schools is property. Hise and others
say there is no difficulty getting voter support for tax
measures of the size needed to support the schools.
When asked if the majority of voters with little taxable
property in effect "railroad" high taxes on the minority of
voters with large amounts of property, Hise replied,
"Surprisingly, those property owners bearing the bulk of
the school tax burden also vote for the school fund
measures." A Logan banker and the editor of the local
newspaper concurred with Hise on this point.
Hise said there is no problem attracting and keeping
good teachers. "We were once desperately in need of
teachers, but their pay has increased and more teachers
are now returning to Logan County to teach following
graduation from college. We now have many young

Effects of poverty —
on youth, schools
teachers on the staff. Logan County ranks tenth out of the 55
West Virginia counties in pay to teachers.
Many of the students at I.HS concentrate their studies in
the school's vocational programs. "Students can .easily
leave here with a marketable skill," Hise said. "Our
welders can pass a state exam, and our electronic lab
produces qualified radio-television repairmen."
Girls can learn secretarial skills, aided by part-time
work in school administrative offices and a wide variety of
school-owned office machines.
Other students study college preparatory courses, and
the balance, according to Hise, are trained "to be good
citizens."
Although precise statistics were not available, LHS has
a high student dropout rate. As of late March of this year,
over 200 students of the school's student body of 1800 had
dropped out or transfered out of the area. "Most of, the
students in that figure are dropouts," said one school official.
The large share of these dropouts are students from low
income families. Hise said school procedure in regard to
dropouts is for the school to call or write the family for
information about the individual dropout. School policy
does not call for a personal call on the dropout or his family
by a school official.
The poorer students scholastically are quite often from
low income backgrounds.' 'To an extent we can say they are
not as good scholastically as students from wealthier
backgrounds," Hise said.
Hise attributed the poorer performance of students from
low income families to a home environment which he
believes often places a low emphasis on the value of
education.
"But with facilities and teachers available equally for
all students, I see no reason for one group of students to be
receiving a poorer quality of education than another
group," Hise added.
On the plight of the economically poor in school, Roscoe
Thornbury, director of the Logan Office of Economic Op-

portunity, said, "The poor are not encouraged in school.
The kids have less incentive and get less recognition from
their families for achievement. They see they are different
and feel inferior to their wealthier classmates."
"I know there are schools in this county that put poor
students who are on the federal free lunch program through
the lunch lines last," Thornbury said, "and this is a public
humiliation of a student for his poverty-something over
which he has no control."
"Teachers have said things like, 'Okay, Johnny, where's
your lunch money?' to a student they know is on the free
lunch program," said Thornbury.
Thornbury added that tests have been conducted which
show students who are economically poor do as well
scholastically as more affluent students for a time early in
their education. later, the tests show a difference develops
in which the economically poorer students generally
achieve less.
Clyde Brooks, president of the LHS student council, said
the students who are poor participate less in school activities, "but you find it everywhere." He said students
taking college preparatory courses are generally the most
active in student activities.
Whether they go to college or not, most high school
graduates leave Logan. "There are no jobs or social activity here. There would be nothing to do with the money If It
could be made," Brooks said.
He commented that youth has to start at the very bottom
of the Logan job ladder, unless they have money or "connections."
"Most students like Logan," Brooks said, "but they just
don't feel they have any opportunity." He added that many
younger people go into Ohio for better paying, unskilled
jobs.
OEO director Thornbury said the average high school
graduate is equipped to do only menial tasks in the city.
"He is at a disadvantage because he is not urban-oriented.
We are rural, and many people from here have difficulty

coping with the pressure and pace of city life." Thornbury
said.
He added that those young people leaving for cities often
return, maybe years later, disillusioned with the city. "But
when they return to Logan, their chances of economic
success have diminished here because they are making
a later start at establishing themselves and climbing the
economic ladder," Thornbury said.
Thirty-three per cent of the LHS graduates go to college,
as compared to the national average of about 50 per cent.
The boys seem inclined to study science and engineering in
college, and the girls generally study teaching, according to
several students.
West Virginia Tech draws most of the engineering
students . and Marshall University attracts most
prospective teachers in the Logan County area. Many
students begin college study at the Logan branch of Marshall University.
According to Hise. students who have the ability and
want to attend college can find the funds necessary to go.
"Those who want to go can usually get a scholarship or
other aid of some kind," Hise said. He added that many
local businessmen contribute to a scholarship fund.
"Also, whenever something happens in Logan, such as
the mining disaster of 1922, a scholarship is started," he
noted.
To provide a choice for students other than going to
college or joining the labor force, a vocational school will
soon be built in Logan. The voters have already passed a
bond issue to raise funds for the building.
"It will train people for the type of jobs available in
Logan," a banker commented.
Few of those attending college return to work in Logan.
"I lectured recently to a class at the Marshall University
branch here and of 46 students in the class, 36 said they did
not plan to work in I .ogan following graduation," said OEO
director Thornbury. "Of those ten staying, several were
women whose husbands already hold good jobs in Logan."
Some l.oganites make good in a big way after leaving
their native area. According to the editor*of the Logan
newspaper, one former resident is president of Miami
International University in Florida and another is a vicepresident with the American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"These men are a tribute to the quality of education we
have here," he said.
"Kids need help here a lot less than they do in the cities,"
he added. "We're not as bad oft as a lot of people think we
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House ok's postal pay

Labor leaders
blast Nixon
WASHINGTON IAP) • The
AFIATO executive council,
contending the Nixon administration "blunderbuss"
attack on inflation has backfired, gave the President a
summation
of
their
grievanCM when he came
calling on them yesterday.
The President met with the
union leaders for the better
part of an hour to explain his
Cambodian position.
The
council earlier had adopted
the statement on inflation and

Center establishes

coMMviicatiois,
community service
A new communications and
community relations center
lias been set up in 405A
Student Services Building to
serve the New University.
This new organization is
currently involved with
selecting students to act as
spokesmen to various civic
and social groups in the area.
Joy Teckenbrock (Jr.) I.A.
coordinator of the new center,
asks anyone interested to
visit the office.
Miss Teckenbrock requests
all students who were involved
with talking to the public
concerning student actions
stop and fill out a report.
Hook lists for educational
purposes are also being
prepared.
Anyone wanting more
information about the new
center, may stop in 405A
Student Service or phone 372-

2964.

Number 9

gave it to the President.
"We gave him a copy and
asked him to read it," said
AKI.-CTO President George
Meany. whose economic views
differ greatly from those of
the administration. "He said
he would read it."
Meany
released the
statement at a news conference
after
Nixon's
limousine pulled away from
the labor organization's
headquarters in downtown
Washington.
"The administration's
campaign against inflation
has been a complete failure,"
the council statement said.
"Prices have gone up,
unemployment has grown,
and the nation has crossed the
threshold of recession."
The labor leaders urged the
administration to impose
controls on interest rates,
move to stimulate housing
construction, curtail business
mergers and. if the President
determines it is necessary,
impose wage and price controls.
Meany said the President
made no direct bid to the
council for support of his
Cambodian policy, but he
speculated that nine-tenths of
the council members back the
use of U.S. troops to clear out
Viet Cong and North Vietnamese sanctuaries across
the Vietnamese border.

Ataui.ulvu li-lt Wi(«pholO

AT LEAST four persons were killed and 20 others
were Injured when an explosion and fire ripped
through a cracking tower at an oil refinery In South
Philadelphia Monday. A witness said flames shot
several hundred feet Into the air at the plant of the
Allantic-Rirhfield company.

some address.

City before passing the bill 1310 late Monday in a rare night
session.
The postal reform portion
of the bill-calling for creation
of an independent U.S. Postal
Service that would run the

COLUMBUS,(API
legislative leaders expressed
doubt
yesterday
the
legislature will become deeply
involved in campus disturbances when it reconvenes
next week.

t

TO
DO

"We have to figure out just
where the legislature fits into
the picture at this point," said
House Speaker Charles F.
Kurfess, (R-4 Perrysburg).
Kurfess
and
Senate
President Pro Tern Theodore
M. Gray, U-.'i Piqua, said there
could be a flood of bills dealing
with the campus situations.
Both said legislators may
want to study that problem
until they return to work next
year.
"The campuses will be
hurting for money then," said
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COUNSELING CENTER
Asks 850 juniors to fill in the Academic Needs Questionaire
today, tomorrow or Friday in 320 Student Services Bldg.

The Bowling Green State
University String Quartet has
received high praise for its
performance in the 27th annual American Music Festival
last week.
The festival was held at the
National Gallery of Art in
Washington D.C. This was the
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Solution to Yesterday*! Puzzle

CRYITOGRAM

B> Mrs I.. Morgan

I' kl.G KI.XOASC. JGKXQKI'

Oudrtet gains high praise

POPULAR CULTURE EXHIBIT
For the month of May will be on display in the Promanade
l.'iiini'.c. Union

i' \ i is Git

second appearance of the
season at the National
Gallery for the Quartet.

uASQSHI'

M:M

.isCM ii.in use \<:it

Quartet members include
Paul Makara and Young Nam
Kim, violins; Bernard Linden,
viola; and Peter Howard,
cello.

.1 S I'P II CAOII

KG It St..I AC I.
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Yesterday's cryptogram: Expecting peace?
Kut guns' calilKT exceeds leaders'.

THE WIZARD OF ID

by Brant parker end Johnny hart

w"E FffEP IT 12-THE
H06& •sMP iVrWT Trie
H06& vV&r.'T EAT;
W/E 6>\ VB TO S*>OOKN THE PUH6SON

ALL YOU CAN EAT -$1.25

HAVE YOU H5AZP
THE WiZAKZ>*>
H£W PLAN f&t-

J

PLUS ONE FREE DRINK

STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

4 New
Zealand
tribe.
5 Ranking
transaction.
6 Piece of
asparagus.
7 Bank
transaction.
8 Hawaiian
birds.
9 Stately
hearing.
10 Recognition.
11 In one's
birthday
suit.

By Jennie Lemmo
ACROSS

disprove.
Power.
Make free
from.
An Aral,
country.
Nurway to
its nalivcs.

one unidentified legislator,
"and that is when we can get
into the act and learn some
answers."
As to key pending
legislation, Kurfess said he
hopes the House can agree
before Memorial Day on
questions of probate reform
and garnishment limitations.
Gray said the Senate will
concentrate on questions of
drug abuse, obscenity and a
bill increasing powers of the
attorney general's office to
investigate crime.

mails much as a corporation
and is to put them on a selfpaying basis by 1978-was
passed with almost no change.
But Rep. Morris K. Udall.
(D-Ariz.), chief House advocate of the bill, said he

PUZZLE

Birth.

Ohio leaders doubt
Assembly riot action

TOD3Y

The "weekly" Number 9
lection dl the KG News needs
your help to remain such.
Send all your excellent articles to Number 9, located
within Ihe confines of the KG
Newt office, University Hall,
or send them to Karl) Jacola,

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
postal reform-pay raise
package negotiated in the
wake of the nation's first mail
strike has passed a House
committee with a bonus aimed
at heading off new walkouts.
The bonus would make the
eight per cent pay boost
promised to postal workers
after the strike retroactive to
April 16, not effective with
congressional approval of the
bill which appears to be weeks
away.
The retroactive pay was
written in by the House Post
Office Committee in the face
of a vote that mandates a
strike by dissident New York
postal workers next Thursday,
and in the face of adamant
Senate opposition that is likely
to delay final approval of the
package by Congress.
The House committee also
wrote in a number of other
changes, including a policy of
higher pay for high cost of
living areas such as New York

1616
E. WOOSTER

-*mo~- CL3SSIFIED —*®*-~

Furnished apt. available.
June 15 ail Sep. 1&. 1135 mo.
Married couple. 353-49*5

Apartments available for
summer sessions, nest to
campus
Each apt. for 4
students, male or female, M0
per student, utilities paid.
Call after 4 p.m. 3U-7471.

1 bdrm apt furn 4(0 N Main
er 1 student or married couple
Avail in June for summer or
year call BMi:i after S.

House lor touraix mala students for summer
only. Air condinonad. near
campus Ph. 3M-7M.

Jim Stone
i-or Sale-IMS Ford station Rush Chair
wagon. V4, fully automatic. Steward—Craig CourUn
Alumni
Corr
—Bob
Gofus
Call after 3 p.m 3530116
Social Chair—Ron Dean
Triumph: TR-4. 1M7. blue
Call BETA House from 1-3 Forrest, the Windjammers
will always be no 1 to us,
p.m
Steve 4 l*vaun
1M4 MGB new top. paint Call
Palmer Zoo Set. Deal out pain
3S34731
at the Hun Party
Ride available to PtuUdelohij,
orvacinity. Will leave 5 p.m. WEDDING BANDS- Custom
May 14and return Spin May made by Philip Morion. 11IW
17. Call 372-3275
Wooeter Order NOW for June
weddings
Ride needed June gth to 13th
Tiro coeds weal to Washington DaleandLynn:
or Idaho am. Very litUe Congratulations on your
luggage, will pay generously pinning The Brothers of PI
Kappa Alpha
Call mum.

I Greenview apt. 2 bdrm. to
I sublet for summer Call SS4aM2 after 5 p m

Coed for 2nd summer session
and-or 70-71 school year to live
in and do light housework and
babysit for 1 child tar room
and board. Call U3-7S6-V Not
long distance

Ride needed to Purdue
PILAGE PAIN ..INSAN
Friday May 15 Call 37*4330. ITY The Hun Party
Melih.
Sharon-your clues led me to
Need rtde to Idlanapoha May the greatest big ever Alpha
22 and » MSOo, Linda.
Gam love, little Anne

TV BG News
106 University Hall
Dial 372-2710

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, & FRIDAY 4:30 - 7:30
NOW

LAZEL
MaROON€Dl

thru

Tues.

May

3

Academy

UPTH€R€WITH
CGRCaT
M£Cf
VMVfcafa
....„,„„„„^'„ J i-

' GREGORY PECK
/ RICHARD CRENNA
1 '/ DAVID JANSSEN
Marooned is dazzling! / JAMES FRANCISCUS
A vivid experience, just y/™«Ii!*CKM*N MAROONED

plain thrilling! A cliff- k^SS^'S^i'XSS^'

hanger in space!" /Z^Z^^Z^M
-Cf..i„ c».mp.."
i„. twrin r.m„

/
§

. Sat. & Sun.

Mat. l:tt, 4:30

Rates S 40 per line per day 2
lines minimum, average of 5
words per line.
Deadlines: 5 p.m two days
before date of publication
The BG News reserves the
ifgM to edit or reject any
classifttb
advertisement
placed
Printed errors which in the|
• News' opinion deter from thel
value of the advertisement '
will be rectified free of charge I
If reported in person within «J
V*urs of publication

RENTALS • SALES

Award Nominations!

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
SPORTS CARS
Parts & accessories
set-up work

Let us set up your sports car
engine for racing, rallys, St
auto crosses
CALL FOR INFORMATION
MAM MOTOR SPORTS
101 N. MAIN ST.
ADA, OHIO 45*10

PHONE (419) 634-5802

Eff. apt for summ fal..
M96 or HUM.
Summer rooms for men I4&mo. adjacent to campus. 3529396 or 552-1892
Summer
rooms for
women 140-1110 near campus.
3621UK or 352-lS-W

ROOMMATE
NEEDED Furn apt. for 4 or J girt*,
FALL QTR.
Wlnlhrop available June 11 lose to
campus 3&MM5
Terrace. Call Paul MM,
Greenview Apts summer
rates 1 4 2 bdrm apts
swimming pool, party house,
plenty of lawn, picnic tables,
■shuffle board, putting green
Come enjoy the summer and
study. Office hours 12-4 p m
M on-Sat
Rooms for summer
near
campus Cooking privileges
Wanted -male summer 209
Greenview mux
Apt Sublet, air. cond, near
campus
WANTED* *male summ 24*
Apt. for eubkl-eumni. school •1 people at reduced rate call
JU-7WH
Sublease rent
reduced
Greenview with or without sir.

FiinUshed apt available for
Mimrr*r school 4 girls. Oost
to campus. 3*3-4S«.
Greenview apta. I bdrm for
summer BJ-0045

TACT uici*. HLYMAN Al
3S2-4I11 OR COME TO THE
OFFICE AT UNIVERSITY
COURTS
APARTMENTS
MONDAY THRU THUR.
Male roommate needed for
summ. qtr. 201 Greenview
Call J5243I7

Needed 1 F roommate for
summer. Wtnthrop South.
Call 552-7278

4 |lrU needed to sublet
summer qtr, Newlove apts.
aid St rail Barb. 3714SM.

Seeded female roommates Greenview Apts 1 bdrm 1125summer qtr. 2 bdrm furn apt mo.
Summer
3M Winthrop South 544-Mtl *.«m*S««S«« AFTER S
WANTED: responsible male
to share apt near campus,
summer SIMM

V.4 Intematl 3-4 ton ptckmp
and-or camper. 4WD. aapd.
consider trade SJ2-SJ43

1. 2. Or ] girls needed to share «5 VW esceUent condition Slfurnished house near campus
for summer qtr; 86-mo. Call'
«2 Rambler wagon for sale.
Excellent condition. Call JS2vman apt for
air MM,
cond. Unlv Courts Call JM7MI.
Apt. available for 2, summer
seaaion Varsity Sq 20-eta
UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS SUMMER For salt:
Roadrunner,
OCCUPANCY AVAILABLE
Call S7MS1S
FOR ASSISTANCE CON-

■nan,

k

PERSONALS
What art you doing Friday
rught May 22'
Beginning teachers Improve
your class preparations with
Worldbook materials
Call
collect imat.
Cheryl: Congrats on your new
wings Gamma Phi love, L R
O Phi A Pledges- BEWARE'
Your bme la almost here!
Your Bigs
T HE Brothers of Kappa
Sigma congratulate their Dew
officers :GM.—Bnsce
Butogany
QP.
Sieve Jones
CMC
Orel O'Connor
Pledge master-Charlie
Bankofaky
House Man-John Sloan

*• Al-congral* to you and a real
tSweetheart on your A Phi O
ivauenng. Tim
'Mr Buns, and thanks for a
wonderful year. Love, Toots.
Congratulations Dream Girl
and Moe for the hot weekend
The boys
Findlay YMCA is looking for a
qualified man or woman or
both who can teach-coech
competitive gymnastics.
Willing to talk salary with
them (part time only: Age
group gymnastics. Contact
Steve Siford,
Physical
Director. 4000 E Lincoln St.,
Fuju.. nhu.

LOST AND FOOND
LOST: pair of silver frame
call
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Aloig Cambodian coast

Naval operations begin

AERIAL VIEW shows aDJed armed patrol boats and
landing craft maneuvering on the Mekong River between
the eastern and western ferry crossing points of Neak
l.uiiiiR. Cambodia. South Vietnamese troops took Neak

Atioooi»d Pr.it Wiraphofo

Luong late in the day Sunday from the Viet Coug and later
linked up with Cambodian troops moving toward the town
from the north.

Parents get University letter
The following letter has
been sent to parents of
university students as an
attempt to inform them as to
what has been happening on
Bowling Green's campus,
according to a spokesman for
Dr. Stanley Coffman's office
of the vice president of
academic affairs.
The communication is
dated May 11. 1S70, and is
signed by President William
T. Jerome; Archie H. Jones,
chairman of the Faculty
Senate; Roger Coate, student
vice president for academic
affairs; and John E. Thomas,
student member of Academic
Council.
Dear Parents,
The university community
of Bowling Green State
University realizes that you as
parents want to know what is
really happening on our
campus. We also realize that
trying to explain events and
situations in detail would be
impractical. If not impossible
at this time;
a more detailed view will be
mailed to you within the next
week.
We do feel,
however,
that we might convey to you
the basic intent and concerns
of the students, faculty, and
administration which underlie
these events. This is the
purpose of this letter.

Green In no sense reflect
conflict
between
the
University's students, its
faculty, and staff. On the
contrary, the University as a
community stands united In
Its concern that some constructive response be made to
the senseless violence and
death at Kent State University
and to the protracted war in
Indo-China.
We wish It had been
possible for you to see the
teach-ins on the college green

vessels of the Vietnamese
navy.
"The navy,'*he said, "has
received orders to patrol the
coast from the South Vietnamese border to Sihanoukville."
He said the blockade was
started earlier after "an
agreement between the Lon
Nol government and ours."
Lon Nol is premier of Cambodia.
The Viet Cong have been
staging raids on the south
coast from bases in nearby
South Vietnam.
Ky disclosed that South
Vietnamese aircraft were
supporting Cambodian troops
west of the Mekong River.
He said Cambodian army
troops, with the help of
Vietnamese
bombers,
recaptured
Takeo,
a
provincial capital SO miles
south of Phnom Penh, from
the enemy Monday.
Ky said his country's
forces may stay in Cambodia
for an extended period of time,
even "if the Americans decide
to withdraw logistical support
for our troops."
President Nixon said last

week all American troops,
including advisers, will be out
of Cambodia by the end of
June.
Only two carriers have
been operating in the Gulf of
Tonkin since the bombing of
North Vietnam was halted
Nov. 1, 1968
The addition of the third
carrier increases the number
of 7th Fleet warplanes
available from roughly 150 to
more than 200.

Informed sources said
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong forces are setting up new
bases deeper in Cambodia
following the allied offensive
that has killed more than 5,000
of the enemy and taken huge
war stockpiles.
But they
warned of possible counterattacks.
About 16.000 U.S. troops
and 20,000 South Vietnamese
met little resistance today as
the allied offensive rounded
out its second week.

Zero Population starts
Zero Population Growth
IZPG), a national group which
aims to halt the United States'
population growth rate, will be
established on the Bowling
Green campus.
Helen Pendleton. junior,
(LA) will be heading the local
group, and an organizational
meeeting will be held at 7:00
p.m. tomorrow in 200
University Hall.
There are approximately
50* people in the organization
now, according to Victoria
Evans, (sophomore. LA). She

administration through these
days has Itself cooperated to
the fullest In Its efforts to
allow the march and other
events to take place without
trouble. Indeed, the entire
university community has
been
involved
In an
educational experience which
can only lead to a new sense of
dedication and of purpose
during these difficult times.
All elements of the
university community are
pledged to non-violence and
committed to preventing any
harm or threat to individual
members of the community.
Far from generating a confrontation between peoples,
we are encouraging constructive Involvement in the
social problems of our day.
We earnestly request you to
join us In this involvement, by
expressing to your State and
National representatives,
your heartfelt convictions on
The council fixed no these issues.
specific date for opening and
no aggreement was disclosed
on any schedule.
Pending board approval,
the council stated, reopening
should proceed in announced
phases.
The faculty is due to return
today to begin preparations
for reopening.
Tomorrow,
supporting personnel and staff
will be asked to returp at the
request of their supervisors.
Fawcett told the council
the university will remain
closed to anyone who is not a
member of the university
community or does not have
official business on campus.
All persons on the campus
will be expected to carry
identification cards obtained
from the university.
The Faculty Council said
the university would continue
its analysis "of underlying
causes leading to the closing
of the campus May 6."

and the candlelight march of
7.000 students, faculty and
staff from the campus through
the town. The march was
arranged by countless student
leaders as a peaceful
demonstration and was then
supervised by four hundred
student marshalls, whose
organization to insure nonviolence and to avoid
provocative Incidents was
carried through with an efficiency one would not have
believed possible under the
circumstances. The city

said Powers
Luse, a
population expert, will serve
as organizer.
There are over 3,000
members of ZPG across the
nation, with headquaters in
l us Altos. California.
The Kr°uP advocates the
limiting of families to 2
children and adopting any
more desired children, the use
of all methods of birth control
including legalized abortion,
and the revision of tax laws to
discourage rather than encourage large families.
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Faculty asks
OSU opening
COLUMBUS (AP) - The
Ohio State University Faculty
Council asked President
Novice Fawcett yesterday to
press for reopening of the
university as soon as practicable.
The request, in a lengthy
statement, said Fawcett
should recommend reopening
to the board of trustees.
It said the reopening should
be accomplished soon enough
for students and faculty to
complete work for the Spring
quarter.

The events at Bowling

Student petition gains
support for appointment
As of yesterday afternoon,
the petition asking Governor
Rhodes to appoint a student as
a voting member on the
University's board of trustees
had received 1,375 signatures,
according to Jeff Sherman,
Student Council vice president
of academic affairs.
The petition needs at least
10,000 signatures and sheets
must be turned in by Friday
noon, to either 405 Student
Services Building or 227
Williams Hall.
Additional
copies can be obtained in the
Student Activities Office. 75
names are required on each
sheet.
Sherman said there were
several qualified students
nominated so far but declined
to give any names, as
nominations will be reviewed
by members of the Student

SAIGON (AP) - American
and South Vietnamese navy
boats have begun operations
along a 100-mile stretch of the
Cambodian coast to cut off the
movement of war supplies to
the enemy, the U.S. Command
announced yesterday.
The command said in a
statement, •'There is no intention to interfere with third
country or Cambodian traffic
or fishing in these waters.
This is not a blockade. The
Cambodian government has
been informed."
The U.S. Navy said in
another development that the
7th Fleet has beefed up its
carrier strike force in the Gulf
of Tonkin off the coast of
North Vietnam by stationing a
third aircraft carrier there for
the first time since the
bombing halt 18 months ago.
A 7th Fleet spokesman said
the move was taken to meet
"operational commitments"
but would not elaborate.
Vice President Nguyen Cao
Ky of South Vietnam, talking
to newsmen in the Cambodian
town of Neak I.uong said
earlier that a blockade began
Saturday and involved only

Council executive committee,
one faculty member, an administrator and two other
students.

Human's For
A Human Education
Will meet in conjunction
with:
Roger Coate's Class
HUMANIZING the
UNIVERSITY
Thurs.
8:00 pm

FORMAL
ELEGANCE
for Prom
or Graduation

Km. H5
Educ. Bldg.

SHORT

14.97 24.97

Student Bible Forum

Just three of the styles from our
large selection of lovely gowns
for evening wear. Full length
gown of nylon lace over rrylon,
sizes 5-15. Next, dress of rayon
crepe, sizes 5-13. Last, style of
flocked nylon in 7-15.
White,
pink, maize, blue, or mint.

You are cordially invited to offend
fhe Student Bible Forum
at
4:00 THURSDAY, MAY 14, 1970
In the River Room of the Union. Pete Peterson and Mike
Alexander are the student officers. Dr. Root Joynt faculty
advisor and John McKay guest bible teacher. AD are welcome
at these meetings of Bible study and discussion.

LONG

'OPEN DAILY 10 TO 10 - SUNDAY 111 TO 6
BIG N PLAZA - 1080 S. MAIN ST.

CHAMI
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Stickers seek ninth victory
Bowing Green puts their 80 mark on the line in Delaware
today in a Mid-west league
With the end drawing near game the next to last
game of the
the Faclon stickers close out scheduled
their road season today season.
Last year
BG
and
against Ohio Wesleyan.
By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor

Wesleyan were involved in a 98 contest with the Falcons
having to come back to win.
BG scored three goals in the
last 10 minutes and seven of
the last eight goals in the
game to win. The Bishops

were ahead 7-2 with 8:32 left
in the third quarter.
This year the game should
be just as close with the
Falcons coming off a close
game against Kenyon College.
Coach Mickey Cochrane

Fans prepare to vote for All-Stars
The names of 48 American
leaguers and 48 National
leaguers will be considered
for positions on the all-star
teams that this year will be
selected by the fans.
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
is turning the voting back to
the fans for the first time since
1957, when a campaign
resulted in eight players from
the Cincinnati Reds either
winning or being in strong
contention for starting berths.
Two prominent major
league players were left off
the list of nominations in both
leagues.
Al Kaline was
missing from the American
league list while the National
Iieagues leading hitter Kico
Carty of the Atlanta Braves
was also left off.
Write-in spaces will be
available for fans desiring to
nominate
players
not
originally being considered. A
special panel has been set up
to prevent ballot stuffing.
The complete list of
American league players
follows:
First base-Norm
Cash, Detroit: Mike Epstein,
Washington: Tony Horton,
Cleveland: Boog Powell,
Baltimore: Rich Resse,
Minnesota: George Scott,
Boston.
Second base-Mike Andrews, Boston; Rod Carew,
Minnesota: Dick Green,
Oakland; Tommy Harper,
Milwaukee; Dave Johnson,
Baltimore: Dick McAuliffe,
Detroit.
Shortstop-I.uis Aparicio,
Chicago; Mark Belanger,
Baltimore; Bert Campaneris,

Oakland; Uo Cardenas,
Minnesota; Jim Fregosi,
California; Rico Petrocelli,
Boston.
Third base-Sal Bando,
Oakland; Harmon Killebrew,
Minnesota; Ken Me Mullen,
California; Bill Melton,
Chicago; Brooks Robinson,
Ba 1 timore ; Aurelio
Rodriguez, Washington.
Catcher-Joe
Azcue,
California; Bill Freehan,
Detroit; Elrod Hendricks,
Baltimore; Duane Josephson,
Chicago; George Mittterwald,
Minnesota; Duke Sims,
Cleveland.
Outfield-Paul Blair,
Baltimore; Rick Monday,
Oakland; Reggie Smith,
Boston; Ken Harrelson,
Cleveland; Bobby Murcer,
New York; Mickey Stanley,
Detroit; Willie Horton,
Detroit; Jim Northrup,
Detroit; Cesar Tovar, Minnesota; Frank Howard,
Washington; Tony Oliva,
Minnesota; Ted Uhlaender,
Cleveland; Reggie Jackson,
Oakland; Lou Piniella,
Kansas City; Roy White, New
York; Carlos May, Chicago;
Frank Robinson, Baltimore;
Carl Yastrzemski, Boston.
For the National I-eague
seven Chicago Cubs were
nominated for starting
positions.
First base-Rich Allen, St.
Louts; Ernie Banks, Chicago;
Orlando Cepeda, Atlanta; Lee
May, Cincinnati; Willie
McCovey, San Francisco; Wes
Parker, I,us Angeles.
Shortstop-Bud Harrelson,
New York; Don Kessinger,

Chicago; Hal tanier, San
Francisco; Denis Menke,
Houston; Fred Patek. Pittsburgh; Maury Wills, Los
Angeles.
Third base-Clete Boyar,
Atlanta; Richie Hebner,
Pittsburgh; Coco Laboy,
Montreal; Tony Perez, Cincinnati; Ron Santo, Chicago;
Mike Shannon, St. Louis.
Catcher-Johnny
Bench,
Cincinnati; Jerry Grote, New
York; Tom Haller, Los
Angeles; Randy Hundley,
Chicago; Tim McCarver,
Philadelphia; Joe Torre, St.
Ixiuis.
Outfield-Hank
Aaron,
Atlanta; John Callison,
Chicago; Pete Rose, Cincinnati; Tommie Agee, New

York; Roberto Clemente,
Pittsburgh; Willie Stargell,
Pittsburgh; Matty Alou.
Pittsburgh; Willie Davis, Los
Angeles;
Rusty
Staub.
Montreal; Bobby Bonds, San
Francisco; Larry Hisle,
Philadelphia; Bob Tolan,
Cincinnati; Lou Brock, St.
Louis; Cleon Jones, New
York;
Billy
Williams,
Chicago; Ollie Brown, San
Diego; Willie Mays, San
Francisco;
Jim
Wynn,
Houston.
All-star managers will
select starting pitchers and
reserves as in past years.
Public balloting will be
conducted May 30 througn
June 28. The game will be
played July 14 in Cincinnati
new Riverfront Stadium.

Fa/cons survive I storm,
but yield to cloudburst
By Denny White
Sports Editor
The spring sports seasons
may end much sooner than the
schedules would indicate.
While athletics are at a
standstill at some universities, including a few having
schedule commitments with
BG, sports systems here
weathered the storm until
yesterday.
Just when sports activity
was to go into full swing again,
a cloudburst washed out home
baseball, tennis and golf
events yesterday afternoon.

At least, they were cancellations by natural causes.
The Falcon tennis team
was not so fortunate as other
BG athletic squads in
escaping cancellations caused
by subsequent campus unrest
following the four student
deaths at Kent State.
The netters are approaching the unofficial
campus record for cancellations, set by the Union
Activities Organization last
year, in scheduling entertainers.
Idle over the weekend with
the postponement of the
Miami match, Friday and the
cancellation of the Kent match
Saturday, Bob Gill's club was
holding umbrellas instead of
tennis rackets yesterday after
the Michigan contest was
rained out.
At the heart of the uncertainty clouding the rest of
the tennis, track, golf and
baseball schedules, are MidAmerican
Confrerence
members Miami and Kent
State.
Decisions involving the
reopening of Miami (the host
of the league championships)
and the holding of the finals,
with the Flashes absent, are
due today or tomorrow.
According to Athletic
Director Doyt Perry, the
Championships, still 10 days
away, would probably be held
if Miami reopens this week.
Meanwhile, the lacrosse
team, riding an undefeated 9-0
record and leading the Midwest lacrosse league, are
playing it by ear. As of now,
the game with Ohio Wesleyan
at Delaware today is on, while
a league game with Ohio
State,
Saturday,
looks
doubtful.

indicated that the Bishops will
be up for the game looking for
revenge after last years close
contest.
Reports indicate that
Wesleyan has a pretty good
attack... The feeder of the
offense is Andy Stringer with
Tom Wright and Chris Harley
the other members of the
number one attack unit.
The outstanding midfielders are Rich Silier who
faces-off and John Vittum. On
defense the Bishops have two
6'2" performers.
Steve
Jackson plays in the crease
and Steve Richards helps keep
the Bishops going.
However, the main clog
that makes Wesleyan go is
their goalie Jan Baran. Baran
was in the nets last year
against the Falcons and did a
very goodjob.
"Baran is probably the
best goalie in the league," said
Cochrane.
"They will be higher than
■ kite for us, it will be a real
tough game."
On the Falcons side of the
ledger they have been working
earlier this week on improving
Die attack and on riding the
clears. This things were
lacking in last weekends
gaiM against Kenyon
Joe Zimmerman is the
leading scorer with 24 point on
15 goals and nine assists.
John Dohms is leading the
team in assists with 18 and has
22 total points. "Cease-man"
Bruce Correll is the top goal
score with 18.
Coach Cochrane felt that
for the game the Falcons will
have to field a balanced attack
in order to win against
Wesleyan.

Falcons lose 3
games to ran
The lightening struck out
and the rain poured out three
home athletic contests
yesterday. The golfers match
with defending MAC champions Toledo has lightening
strike out their scheduled
match.
The tennis team was
poured under in its match
against the University of
Michigan.
Also the baseball game
with the University of Detroit
was rained out.
The golf team will try
again this weekend in the
Ashland Invitational while the
tennis team will go against
Western Michigan and Notre
Dame.
The baseball team has a
three game set against Ohio
University.

New. photo by Kirl BobixUr

IT WAS a little one with a big stick on this occassion but today it will be the big guys
with the stick as the Falcons take on Ohio Wesleyan in a league contest at
Delaware.

celebrate the creation
of a
"New" B.G.S.U. by

Going to see
CHICAGO
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May 21 82.50 ,$2.00
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BG h as new
JOEY KORNICK, a 13-year-old Rocky River seventh
grader. Is unbeaten In high Jumps this season despite the
fart that he lost his right leg at the hip when he was 18
months old due to cancer.
_

_
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assistant coach

Preakness has 13 starters SStSizs
BALTIMORE (API - The
addition of Hickory Tree
Farm's Buzkashi on Tuesday
increased to 13 the list of
starters for Saturday's
SlW.OOO-udded Preakness and
further padded the already
record purse.
Trainer Woods Garth
reported to Pimlico officials
from his Garden State Park
base that Buzkashi, fifth in
last Saturday's Withers Mile.

would be in the starting lineup
for the 1 1-16 mile Preakness.
With 13 starters, the
largest field since 1928 when
Victorian beat 17 rivals, the
gross value of the race would
be $201,800 with $149,300 going
to the winner.
The
purse
of
the
Preakness, already the
largest of the Triple Crown
series, was boosted this year
by the $10,000 required to

Kappa Sigma
congratulates brother
Bruce Ma bee
Vice-P resident
Rules & Regulations
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make Kentucky Derby winner
Dust Commander a supplementary entry because he
was not among the original 158
nominated at $100 each.

Green State University stafT
Parsons will serve as an
assistant baseball coach and
assistant physical education
professor at Bowling Green.
He also has served Mount
Union as tennis coach.

UP WITH THE STUDENTS
of B.G.S.U.

THANKS
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When the mix of sport
coat with trousers is
the crux, ihe Proprietor has no peer The
odd trousers here pictorialized are typical
of an assortment varied in colour, pattern
and fabric. Mix with
the master, today!
BUY A SALE SPORT
COAT AND THEN
SAVE 20 per cent On
Any DRESS SLACKS
Sport Coats Regularly
42.50 - 50 .00

You continue
to be
our no.l

NOW
29.99
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ALLIANCE. Ohio AIM •
Dr. Terry W. Parsons, Mount
Union College basketball
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